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About Atlas Air
Atlas Air provide long term or short term Cargo and 

Passenger solutions to meet their customers requirements 

and exceed their expectations

 From shipping precious perishables or heavy construction 

equipment to arranging large-group passenger charters 

for celebrities or dignitaries, Atlas Air’s technologically 

advanced fleet of 747s, 777s, 767s, and 737s offers flexible, 

creative, and award-winning solutions that meet your unique 

needs—quickly, safely, and reliably.

The Brief
Oaktree were recommended by Surrey Commercial Agents 

Curchods to provide a Design and Build proposal to meet 

the needs of Atlas Airs global brand in their new UK Offices 

in Frimley Surrey. Oaktree were tasked with providing a high 

specification corporate image to the new office area with 

some very unique design ideas. It was also very important 

that this project was created in a very short timescale and to 

a budget that Atlas had set.



The Solution
Oaktree provided a design solution that not only meet with 

Atlas Airs Worldwide Brand Identity but also included some 

very innovative design ideas to some of the key areas such 

as Meeting Rooms and Reception Area. The project only 

took 5 weeks to complete and Atlas air were extremely 

pleased with the result and Oaktree were complete on time 

and on budget.

Testimonial
Our experience with the Oaktree team proved to be very 

positive from the beginning of the project to the end. The 

team was responsive & easily contactable which gave us a 

sense of comfort that the timeline was workable & that the 

final product would be built to a very good standard. The 

proposal was complete & well thought out in spite of the 

limited time we gave them to respond. The team on site 

were efficient, polite & highly skilled, leaving the workplace 

tidy & in good order each day. Once we had moved in, any & 

all snags were dealt with quickly & effectively, which left us 

feeling very positive. Service & care after a project ends can 

be challenging as we have seen from prior experience, but 

Oaktree excels in this area too.
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